
GrainGenes Tutorial:
The Genome Browser
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The Genome Browser can be accessed from the 
Graingenes Tools dropdown menu or from the Genome 

Browser icon in Quick Links 



Choosing a Genome

 A number of different 
browsers are 
available to view 
which are separated 
by species

 At the top of the page 
are completed 
Gbrowse Genome 
Browsers offered by 
GrainGenes

 Below that are 
Jbrowse instances of 
genomes that are still 
under development

For this tutorial, we’ll 
select the Wheat 

GrainMaps
 



The Gbrowse Viewer
 The top of the window 

 lists Genome that we 
are looking at, as well 
as our location on the 
chromosome

 The yellow box offers 
some instructions for 
the Landmark or 
Region Search box 
and provides 
examples of valid 
searches

 Below that are some 
useful links, for 
bookmarking a 
search, uploading 
your own data, etc.

 There is a Help button if 
you need assistance, as 
well as a reset button, 
which will return the 
browser to the original 
configuration of your 
search if you make 
changes that you would 
like to undo



 The browser itself 
consists of the 
number of tabs. The 
first tabe, Overview, 
shows where the 
viewer is positioned 
along the genome

 The Details tab allows 
you to zoom in on a 
particular region to 
view it in higher 
resolution

 The Tracks and 
Display settings tabs 
allow you to 
customize the viewer 
by adjusting which 
tracks are visible and 
by adding your own 
tracks, etc.

  

The Gbrowse Viewer - Tabs



The Gbrowse Viewer - Navigation
 The arrows above the 

Overview bar will allow 
you to move left and 
right. The increments 
that the viewer shifts 
(either in cM or bp) can 
be adjusted in the 
dropdown between the 
arrows

 The plus or minus signs 
zoom in and out of the 
selected region, 
respectively

 A specific region can be 
selected from the Overview 
window by clicking, holding, 
and dragging your cursor to 
highlight the desired region.
 

 To the right is an example of 
a 24 cM region in finer detail

 To get back to the previous 
view, you can either zoom 
out or hit the Reset button



Track Features

 Tracks are shown within the Details 
Window. In this browser, there are 
Locus tracks.

 You can collapse tracks by clicking 
the minus button, share your track, or 
get more information on the track 
here

 All the information in the 
tracks is clickable. Clicking 
on a locus feature will take 
you to a page in 
GrainGenes with more 
information on that 
particular entity, as shown 
with locus Xbsc265-1A
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